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Abstract: Last-mile delivery plays a crucial role in improving the service level of express delivery, as it involves direct contact with customers. Providing personalized last-
mile delivery services is an important means of improving customer satisfaction. Massive consumer data makes it possible to mine customers’ personalized logistics 
preferences. The paper studies the vehicle routing problem in last-mile delivery considering customers' preferences. The paper first quantifies customers' preferences for 
delivery time, location, and mode, and obtains preference probabilities based on historical data. Then, an optimization considering customer satisfaction and enterprise 
delivery costs is established, and a vehicle routing problem model considering customer preferences is proposed. To solve the problem, we designed an adaptive large 
neighborhood search (ALNS) algorithm with virtual delivery points to solve the problem and proposed specific destroy and repair operators. Through the case analysis of an 
express delivery company, this article provides the optimal routs and analyzes the customer preferences on each route. In addition, this article explores the impact of the 
customer preference constraint and complaint constraint on cost and gives the appropriate customer preference constraint and complaint rate constraint from the perspective 
of cost-saving. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Data has profoundly influenced and changed the 

decision-making methods of business. With the popularity 
of the Internet and the rapid development of information 
technology, businesses have accumulated a large amount 
of consumer data and logistics data, especially e-commerce 
platforms and courier companies such as JD.com, Amazon, 
and SF Express, which have accumulated massive amounts 
of data. These data are considered as new energy and 
contain enormous commercial value. Having massive 
consumer data also means having massive logistics data. 
These data make it possible to integrate customer 
consumption habits with logistics resources and promote 
decision-making based on analyzing future trends. 

In recent years, the online shopping industry in China 
has experienced a significant expansion, resulting in a high 
and stable growth of express delivery services (please see 
details in Fig. 1).  
 

 
Figure 1 China's e-commerce and express volumes from 2011 to 2022 

 
This growth has propelled the express delivery 

industry towards upgrading its operations. According to 
research conducted by Changjiang Securities, major 
express delivery companies have shown a notable positive 
correlation between their business volume and service 
level growth rates over the years. This correlation indicates 

that express delivery companies are currently striving to 
enhance their service levels. Serving as the direct link 
between express delivery services and customers, last-mile 
delivery plays a vital role in improving the service level of 
express delivery. As last-mile delivery becomes more 
prevalent, people have a high degree of attention but low 
satisfaction with its services. A questionnaire survey 
conducted by the China Smart Logistics Research Institute 
revealed that 43% of customers expect personalized 
services for terminal delivery. To improve the service level 
and customer satisfaction of last mile delivery, express 
delivery companies have made significant efforts, such as 
enabling customers to change their delivery address during 
the delivery process and investing in express delivery 
lockers for customers to collect their packages at their 
convenience. Improving the service level of last-mile 
delivery remains an urgent problem for express delivery 
companies. 

Understanding customers' needs is the key to 
improving the quality of last mile delivery services. 
Currently, most delivery companies only arrange deliveries 
based on the customers' address, which does not fully 
reflect the customers' real needs. Therefore, we need to 
understand the logistics needs of customers more 
accurately in order to provide better last mile delivery 
services and improve customer satisfaction. With the 
accumulation of data, the increasingly personalized 
customer logistics demand, and the increasing pursuit of 
logistics and distribution services by distribution 
companies, the necessity of vehicle distribution based on 
individual customer logistics demand profiles is becoming 
increasingly prominent. Through individual customer 
logistics demand profiles, distribution companies can 
understand the logistics demand characteristics of different 
customers, formulate accurate logistics and distribution 
strategies, and have important significance for companies 
to meet increasingly personalized customer needs, 
dynamically adapt to changing market environments, and 
respond to intense market competition. 

This paper first characterizes customers' delivery 
preferences in terms of delivery time, delivery location, 
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and delivery mode by using preference probability. Then, a 
vehicle routing optimization model is proposed that 
balances between the customer preferences and enterprise 
delivery costs. We design an ALNS algorithm to solve the 
problem. The vehicle routing problem in this article falls 
under the rubric of the vehicle routing problem with 
delivery options (VRPDO, Tilk et al., 2021; Dumez et al. 
2021). Dumez et al. (2021) and Tilk et al. (2021) 
considered customers' preferences of different locations. In 
both studies, customers have different preference levels for 
different location options. The model in this study 
contributes to the extent of research by considering 
multiple customer preferences and proposing a new 
preference characterization method, preference probability. 

 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Customers have their own preferences on delivery 

methods, delivery time, delivery prices and other factors. 
These preference behaviors will have a significant impact 
on delivery services. This chapter reviews studies on the 
vehicle routing problem related to customers' preferences 
on last mile delivery. 

 
2.1 The VRP Considering Customers' Time Preferences 

 
The delivery time is a crucial factor that customers take 

into account. Some customers prefer scheduled delivery 
within a specified time, while others prefer to pick up 
goods at their convenience without time restrictions. 
Several studies have shown that providing time windows 
has a significant impact on costs and profits. Lin and Mah-
massani (2002) analyzed the correlation between the time 
window and delivery costs. Campbell and Savelsbergh 
(2006) proved that narrow time windows result in an 18% 
loss in profits. Gevaers et al. (2014) found that it costs 
retailers approximately 3 euros to provide time windows. 
Köhler et al. (2020) studied the problem of flexibly 
adjusting the length of time windows during the delivery. 

Some works studied how to determine the best time 
window. Agatz et al. (2011) studied the problem of 
choosing delivery times for each postal code in the service 
area. Bruck et al. (2017) analyzed how to establish a 
customer service timetable for an Italian gas supplier and 
determine the amount of resources allocated to each region 
in each time slot. Pan et al. (2017) explored customers’ best 
delivery time by electricity consumption data mining. 
Cleophas and Ehmke (2014) investigated the problem of 
optimal delivery time considering income and delivery 
costs. Klein et al. (2017) built a mixed-integer linear 
programming model to study the problem of differentiated 
time slot pricing for electronic grocery retailers in home 
delivery. These methods can help companies determine the 
time windows to meet expected demand. 

 
2.2 The VRP Considering Customers' Location Preferences 

 
In last mile delivery, an increasing number of failed 

deliveries are caused by customers not being at the delivery 
location. In 2014, the cost of these failed deliveries was 
estimated at £771 million in the UK (Allen et al. 2018). 
Customers generally need to choose a delivery location. 
However, people move around during the day, such as 

going to work or taking children to school. This is the 
primary reason why customers do not appear in attended 
home deliveries. Agatz et al. (2011) pointed out that no one 
likes to wait for a package at home all afternoon. 

In classic vehicle routing problems, each order has 
only one location and one time window. To reduce failed 
deliveries, Amazon has partnered with Audi and DHL to 
provide innovative delivery methods that deliver goods to 
the trunk of a car. Scholars' interest in vehicle routing 
problems with customer delivery location preferences is 
growing, and the vehicle routing problem with roaming 
delivery locations (VRPRDL) has emerged. It seeks to find 
a set of cost-minimizing delivery routes for a group of 
capable vehicles that deliver customer orders to their car 
trunks when their cars are parked at known travel locations. 
Reyes et al. (2017) introduced VRPRDL and proposed 
heuristic methods for improving the solution. Ozbaygin et 
al. (2017) developed a branch-and-price algorithm for 
VRPRDL. In these VRPRDL models, it is implicitly 
assumed that the customer's itinerary is known in advance 
and will remain unchanged during the whole delivery 
process. Ozbaygin (2019) considered dynamic VRPRDL, 
where a customer's itinerary may change during the 
delivery, which in turn may lead to suboptimal or even 
infeasible delivery schedules, and proposed an iterative 
solution framework to solve this problem.  

Dumez et al. (2021) defined a vehicle routing problem 
with delivery options (VRPDO), which is critical for 
satisfying different customers' location preferences, and 
designed a large neighborhood search approach to solve the 
problem. Tilk et al. (2021) further present a new branch-
price-and-cut algorithm to solve VRPDO. 

 
2.3 The VRP Considering Customers' Delivery Mode 

Preferences 
 

Last mile delivery can be divided into home delivery 
and self-pickup of goods. Home delivery includes 
appointment delivery (Han et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016; 
Bühler et al., 2016), delivery to car trunks (Reyes et al., 
2017; Ozbaygin et al., 2017), drone delivery (Murray et al., 
2016; Wang et al., 2019), etc. To alleviate problems such 
as delivery time conflicts, self-pickup methods have 
gradually become popular. There are also various self-
pickup methods for end goods, including express receiving 
boxes (Punakivi and Tanskanen, 2002), smart parcel 
stations (Morganti et al., 2014; Iranmanesh et al., 2019; 
Kafle et al., 2017), parcel storage lockers (Iwan et al., 2016; 
Lemke et al., 2016), etc. Punakivi and Tanskanen (2002) 
used sales data from a large Finnish food retail company, 
and used RoutePro software to calculate the costs of 
different delivery mode preferences. They found that if 
customers prefer to use shared receiving boxes, the 
transportation costs can be reduced by 55-56% compared 
to the delivery within a 2-hour time window. Fernie et al. 
(2010) showed that delivery in the form of unmanned 
delivery is more practical, based on analysis on the UK 
retail logistics and distribution system. Song et al. (2011) 
demonstrated through the collection of last mile delivery 
information in Winchester and West Sussex that customer 
preference for self-pickup of goods can alleviate the 
problem of time conflicts in goods distribution and 
effectively improve the success rate of goods distribution 
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compared to home delivery. Zhou et al. (2020) 
demonstrated the impacts of performance expectations, 
effort expectations, social influence, convenience 
conditions, and perceived risk on customers' use of self-
pickup express delivery services. 

 
2.4 Summary 

 
Our study is distinct from the above papers in two 

aspects. First, we consider the customers' preferences for 
delivery time, delivery location, and delivery mode 
simultaneously, and try to figure out how one preference 
influences the others, while the existing studies usually 
focus on one of customers' preferences. Second, we use 
preference probability derived from user profile instead of 
a specific preference value, which is more realistic and 
easier to implement. 

 
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

 
In last-mile delivery, the delivery process could be 

recorded as data every day, making it possible to obtain 
customer logistics data. Besides, personalized delivery can 
be implemented based on customers' different delivery 
preferences. Referring to the practice of user profiling, we 
use probability distribution to represent customers' 
preferences in last-mile delivery. For example, in terms of 
delivery time, we present five time windows: 9:00-12:00, 
12:00-14:00, 14:00-18:00, 18:00-20:00, and 20:00-22:00, 
and we use probability to represent the degree of 
customers' preferences for each time window, as shown in 
Tab. 1. The greater the probability, the stronger the 
preference. Existing studies assume that the customers' 
preferences are known precisely. In fact, it is difficult to 
obtain customers' preferences and customers' preferences 
may change over time. Preference probabilities can be 
generated from data and express customers' preferences 
uncertainty. Delivery locations are divided into residential 
and workplace, and we also characterize customers' 
preference probabilities for delivery locations. Delivery 
methods are divided into doorstep delivery, pickup at 
courier station, and pick up from lockers. In addition, this 
article also characterizes customers' complaint behavior. 

 
Table 1 An example of a customer's profile 

Time 
09:00 -
12:00 

12:00 - 
14:00 

14:00 -
18:00 

18:00 -
20:00 

20:00 -
22:00 

Preference 10% 15% 20% 50% 5% 
Location Home Workplace    
Preference 80% 20%    

Mode 
Doorstep 
delivery 

Courier 
Station 

Lockers   

Preference 20% 50% 30%   
Complaint Yes No    
Preference 2% 98%    

 
Table 2 The parameters and decision variables of the model 

Set  

N  Set of customers,  1, 2,...,N n   

S  Set of virtual customer points,  1, 2,...,S s   

I  Set of all delivery points, I o S   

A  Set of arcs, { | , }ijA a i I j I     

K  Set of vehicles,  1, 2,..., 'K k  

E  Set of time windows,  1 2 3 4 5, , , ,E e e e e e , where 1e  

represents 9:00-12:00, 2  e represents 12:00-14:00, 3e  

represents 14:00-18:00, 4e  represents 18:00-20:00, 5e  

represents 20:00-22:00 

L  
Set of location types,  1 2,L l l , where 1l  represents 

home, 2  l represents workplace 

G  

Set of delivery mode types,  1 2 3, ,G g g g , where 1g  

represents doorstep delivery, 2  g represents pickup at 

courier station and 3  g represents pickup from lockers 

Parameters  
Q  The capacity of each vehicle 

nq  The demand of customer n 

f  The cost of each vehicle 

ijc  The cost of aij 

n
eP  

The preference probability of the customer n on the time 
window  e e E  

n
lP  

The preference probability of the customer n on the 
location  l l L  

n
gP  

The preference probability of the customer n on the mode 

 g g G  

n
cP  The complaint probability of the customer n 

ngs  The storage cost of delivery mode  g g G  

ikt  The arriving time of vehicle k at i 

ijt  The time spend from i to j 

et  The start time of time window e 
'
et  The end time of time window e 

p  The average preference constrains 

c  The average complaint constrains 

Decision 
variables 

 

ijkx  Equal to 1 if arc aij is visited by vehicle k and 0 otherwise 

niy  Equal to 1 if customer n is satisfied by virtual customer 
point i and 0 otherwise 

neu  Equal to 1 if customer n is satisfied at time window e and 
0 otherwise 

nlv  Equal to 1 if customer n is satisfied at location l and 0 
otherwise 

ngw  Equal to 1 if customer n is satisfied by mode g and 0 
otherwise 

 
Customers tend to cluster in communities and multiple 

customers might be in the same building during a delivery, 
which can lead to geographic overlap. Multiple customers 
share the same geographic location. For last-mile delivery 
companies, although the geographic area served by a last-
mile delivery store is limited, there are often thousands or 
even tens of thousands of customers within this area, 
especially in Beijing. To reduce the number of customers, 
this paper sets up virtual customer points. There may be 
multiple virtual customer points in a geographic area, and 
each virtual customer point is only served by one vehicle 
for delivery. In last-mile delivery, vehicles might serve a 
number of customers in the same geographical location 
(e.g., many customers in a delivery live in the same 
neighborhood). To avoid repeated traveling and make the 
delivery more concentrated, we set virtual customer points. 
If customer A and customer B are close and have similar 
delivery preferences, then we set a new virtual customer 
point to replace point A and point B, and average the 
preferences probabilities. The following are model 
assumptions. 
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(1) The distribution center owns multiple vehicles of 
the same type, capacity and cost. 

(2) The demand of all customer points is known. 
(3) Customers assigned to the same virtual distribution 

point have the same time window. 
(4) The total demand of customer points does not 

exceed the total capacity of all vehicles. 
(5) If the delivery time window is selected, the 

enterprise must comply with the selected delivery time slot, 
that is, each customer point has a hard time window. 

(6) Different delivery modes have different time and 
cost requirements. Doorstep delivery requires more 
walking time, but self-pickup requires payment of storage 
costs for goods stored at pickup points and express cabinets. 

(7) There is no capacity limitation on express lockers 
or self-pickup stations. The problem can then be described 
by the following model: 

 
min ijk ij ijk ng

k K i I j I k K g Gn N

x c x f s
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Objective function (1) minimizes the total delivery 
cost composed of travel cost, usage cost of delivery 
vehicles, and storage cost of self-pickup goods. Constraint 
(2) indicates that any vehicle leaving a delivery site must 
return to the delivery site in the end. Constraint (3) ensures 
that each delivery point can only be serviced by one vehicle. 
Constraint (4) ensures that each customer is assigned to one 
delivery point. Constraint (5) indicates that customer 

points within a distance less than d  from delivery point 
i can be assigned to delivery point i. Constraint (6) means 
that the time window for customers assigned to each 
delivery point is consistent. Constraints (7) and (8) are time 
window constraints. Constraint (9) guarantees flow 
balance constraint. Constraint (10) indicates that the total 
demand of all customer points for any vehicle's delivery 
cannot exceed the total loading capacity of the vehicle. 
Constraint (11) ensures that any customer can be selected 
with a delivery time slot, address, and mode. Constraint (12) 
is customer preference constraint. This constraint 
guarantees that each customer's average preference level 
will not be lower than αp, thus achieving a good service 
level. Constraint (13) is overall complaint level constraint. 

 
4 SOLUTION APPROACH 
4.1 The Framework 

 
We use ALNS to solve the problem. The following are 

the procedures of the algorithm: (i) Obtain initial solutions 
and set them as the best solution and current solution using 
a greedy algorithm; (ii) perform destroy and repair on the 
current solution to obtain neighborhood solutions and 
customer preference combinations; (iii) optimize the 
neighborhood solutions; (iv) update the current solution 
based on the simulated annealing acceptance criterion, and 
update the weights of destroy and repair based on the 
current solution performance; (v) return to (ii) until the 
stopping condition is met.  

 
Table 3 Greedy algorithm framework 

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm 
Input: Data of depot, customers and vehicles, the customer set 

C  for each i C  

Output: the initial solution 0S  and 0Z  
1: 1k  ;  

2: while C   do 

3:     0 {0}kS   , 0load  , 0end  , 0endr  ; 

4:     for i C do 

5:         if iload q Q  , /end endi ir d v l  , and

0 0max( / , ) /end endi i i ir d v e s d v l    then 

6:             Calculate the cost difference diffc  before and 

after adding i ; 
7:          end if 
8:     end for 
9:     Select j  to Minimize diffc  

10:    0 0{ , }k kS S j , jload load q   ,

max( / , )end end endj j jr r d v e s   , end j ; 

11:    \{ }C C i ;  

12:    0 0{ ,0}k kS S , 1k k  ; 

13: end while 

14: 0 0{ ,0}k kS S ; 

15: Return 0 0
k K kS S   
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The maximum number of iterations for neighborhood 
search is Rmax. In each iteration, the destroy and repair 
methods are applied to obtain neighborhood solutions, 
where ( )d    and  represent the destroy and repair 

methods, respectively. ( , )O Z S  , ( , )t tO Z S  and * *( , )O Z S

denote the objective functions of the current solution, 
neighborhood solutions, and the best solution, respectively. 
The re-OPT algorithm is then used to optimize the 
customer preference combination Zt for the neighborhood 
solutions. The simulated annealing acceptance criterion is 
used to determine whether to accept the neighborhood 

solutions St and Zt. When * *( ,  ) ( , ),O Z S O Z S  the 

neighborhood solution is accepted. When 
* *( ,  ) ( , ),O Z S O Z S  the neighborhood solution is 

accepted with a probability of ( ( , ) ( , )/ )t tO Z S O Z S Te    , 

where T is the current temperature. The initial temperature 

is set to 0 0( , )T O Z S . After each iteration, the current 

temperature is multiplied by the temperature decay factor 
  . The weights ρ− and ρ+ are adjusted based on the 
performance of the destroy and repair methods. 

 
Table 4 ALNS algorithm framework 

Algorithm 2Adaptive large neighborhood search 
Input. Data of depot, customers and vehicles; 

Output. the best-found solution *S  and *Z ; 

1. Generate an initial solution 0S of VRPTWCP; 

2. * 0,S S S , {1,...,1}, {1,...,1}    ;  

3. 0iter  , 0 0( , ) initT O Z S P   ; 

4. while maxiter R  and minT T do 

5.    Select destroy and repair methods d   and r   

using    and   ;   

6.    ( ( ))tS r d S ; 

7.    Call the re-Opt to adjust the preferred combination tZ  of 
tS ; 

8.    if ( , ) ( , )t tO Z S O Z S then 

9.        tZ Z , tS S  ; 
10. else 
11.        Create a random number (0 1)  ，  

12.        if -( ( , )- ( , )/ )t tO Z S O Z S Te  then 

13.          tZ Z , tS S  
14.    end if 

15.    if * *( , ) ( , )O Z S O Z S then 

16.       *Z Z , *S S ; 
17.        end if 
18.    1iter iter  , T T  ; 

19.    Update    and   ; 

20. end while 

21. Return *S  and *Z  

 
4.2 ALNS Operators 

 
The ALNS algorithm mainly includes two operations, 

destroy and repair. Destroy disrupts existing paths by 
removing customer points, while repair repairs the paths by 
inserting customer points.  

We use two destroy strategies, Random Removal (RR) 
and Worst Cost Removal (WCR). Random removal 
strategy randomly selects customer points from the current 

solution for removal until the number of removed points 
reaches n, and puts the removed customer points into the 
customer pool. The customer pool is used to store unvisited 
customers who will be re-inserted into the path through 
repair. The worst cost removal strategy assumes that point 
i belongs to the path a  in the current solution. Ci and

i
C   

represent the total cost of path a before and after removing 
point i, respectively. Δi represents the cost increment after 
removing point i from the current path, where 

i ii
C C    . Calculate the cost increment for all 

customer points to obtain a set of cost increments . Select 
the customer point with the maximum cost increment from 
the set   as the one to be removed, that is max ii

i C
   . 

Assume that point i is on path k , and the new path after 

removing customer point i is 'k . Calculate the new cost 

increment '
i for all points on the path 'k . Update the cost 

increment in set  , if 'i k , let '
i i   , otherwise keep 

Δi unchanged. Select the customer point with the maximum 
cost increment from the updated set  for removal. Repeat 
the above steps until the number of removed customer 
points reaches nr. 

We use two insertion strategies: Random insertion (RI) 
and greedy insertion (GI). Assuming Sr represents the set 
of paths formed by the current solution after applying the 
removal strategy. The random strategy involves randomly 
inserting a customer from the customer pool into a random 
position in one of the paths in Sr, and removing the 
customer from the customer pool. In each iteration, this 
strategy always seeks to insert the customer into the 
position with the lowest insertion cost. When point i is 
inserted into position j in path k, a new path ijk   is formed, 

and the insertion cost can be expressed as 
( , ) ( , )ikj k kij

c O Z S O Z S    . The optimal insertion path k* 

and position j* for inserting the best point i* satisfy the 
following condition * * * min {min{ min { }}}ikji k j ri pool j posk S

c
 

   , 

where pool represents the customer pool, Sr represents the 
current set of paths, and pos represents the set of positions 
where an insertion is possible in a path. 

When using the insertion strategy to repair paths, a 
randomly generated set of customer preference 
combinations that satisfy both the preference constraints 
and complaint rate constraints is used. For each customer 
preference combination, the neighborhood solution 
obtained by applying the insertion strategy is calculated. 
The neighborhood solution with the minimum objective 
function value and the corresponding customer preference 
combination are selected as the current solution. 

This paper evaluates the performance of the removal 
and insertion operators based on the results of each 
iteration. In each iteration, the operators are reselected 
based on the roulette rule, with a higher score indicating a 
greater probability of selection. Since there is no evidence 
to show which destroy or repair operator is the best, we use 
a roulette wheel mechanism to decide which operator to 
use in each iteration. The randomly selected operators can 
help ensure diversity and avoid bias in neighborhood 
search, which contributes to the robustness of the search. 
Three scoring mechanisms are defined in this paper, each 
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of which yields a different score. For each iteration, the 
score of the operator used in that iteration is calculated as 
follows: When the global optimal solution is obtained, the 
score of the operator is increased by 1 ; when an improved 

solution is obtained, the score of the operator is increased 
by 2 ; when a previously undiscovered inferior solution is 

accepted, the score of the operator is increased by 3  ; 

otherwise, the score of the operator remains unchanged in 
that iteration. In addition, the number of points that need to 
be removed in each iteration, also affects the efficiency and 
accuracy of the algorithm. In the early iterations, a larger 
value of n is set to enable the algorithm to search in a larger 
neighborhood. At this time, the weight of the random 
insertion strategy is set to be large. The weight of the 
greedy insertion strategy is set to be smaller, mainly 
because under this strategy, the insertion of each customer 
point requires visiting all insertion positions, resulting in a 
huge time cost for the algorithm. Therefore, fewer greedy 
insertion strategies are selected when n is large. When the 
global optimal solution remains unchanged for multiple 
iterations, n is adjusted to be smaller and the weight of the 
greedy insertion strategy is increased.  

 
Table 5 re-Opt algorithm framework 

Algorithm 3 re-Opt algorithm 

Input: A solution tS  and its preferred combinations 

1 | |={ ,..., }D d d
CZ z z  and 1 | |={ ,..., }T t t

CZ z z ;  

Output: Improved sets DZ '  and TZ '  and S' ;  

1: DZ ' = {} ;  

2: for i C do 

3:    if {2,3}d
iz  then 

4:       if { | | |, }D d d d
j jZ ' z i j C z Z     meets constraints 

then 
5:          Calculate the cost difference diffc   before and 

after modifying the distribution mode; 
6:          if 0diffc  then 

7:             ' 5d d
i iz z  , ' { ', '}d d d

iZ Z z ; 

8:          else then 

9:             ' , ' { ', '}d d d d d
i i iz z Z Z z  ; 

10:         end if 
11:       end if 
12:    end if 
13: end for 

15: Get customer sort Ri  from solution tS ; 

16: 1k  ; 

17: while | |R C  do 

18: {0}kS '   , 1R  , 0load  , 0end  , 0endr  ; 

19:     if
Ri

load q Q   and 0 0/ /
R R Rend endi i ir d v s d v l   

then 

20:  { ', }k k RS ' S i  , 
Ri

load load q    ,  , 

/
R R Ri end endi ia r d v s   , and +1R R , Rend i ; 

21:      else 

22: { ,0}k kS ' S ' , 1k k  ; 

23:      end if 
24: end while 

25: { ,0}k kS S  

26: k K kS' S '   

27: Get TZ '  according to 
Ri

a  

28: if ( ', ' )> ( , )t tO Z S O Z S   or TZ '   does not meet constraints 

then tS  

29:   T TZ ' Z ； ' tS S ； 
30: end if 

31: Return DZ ' ， TZ '  and S'  

 
We then introduce the re-Opt algorithm, which further 

optimizes the neighborhood solution by adjusting the 
customer's delivery mode ZD and delivery time ZT to reduce 
the total cost. For each point i in the neighborhood solution 
St, there are three delivery modes. We change the delivery 
mode, and the cost difference before and after the change 
is calculated. If the cost is reduced, the delivery method is 
changed. Otherwise, the delivery method remains 
unchanged, and the above operation is repeated until all 
customers are checked. For neighborhood solution St, 
ignore the current delivery time constraints of customers 
and record the arrival time of each customer. Then adjust 
the delivery time based on the customer's arrival time, and 
calculate the cost difference before and after the change. If 
the cost is reduced, the delivery time is changed. Otherwise, 
the delivery time remains unchanged. The above changes 
in neighborhood solutions work only if they satisfy the 
preference constraints and complaint rate constraints; 
otherwise, the neighborhood solution remains unchanged.  

 
4.3 Validation of ALNS 

 
We compare the proposed ALNS with existing 

techniques, such as simulated annealing (Dagne et al., 2018) 
and genetic algorithm (Singh et al., 2021), on the large-
scale instances of 600 customers. We use the large-scale 
VRPTW instances in Gehring and Homberger (1999). 
Table 6 depicts the results, averaged over the 10 runs on 
each instance. 

 
Table 6 The comparison results of the Gehring and Homberger instances with 

600 customers 

Instance Group ALNS GA SA Gap 

R1 19354 21312 20330 4.80% 
R2 13880 14496 12802 -0.61% 
C1 14043 14742 14139 0.68% 
C2 7207 7280 7443 0.98% 

RC1 16364 17342 17289 5.35% 
RC2 10601 11270 11142 4.86% 

Time / s 1084 706 627 −72.89% 

 
As shown in Tab. 6, the proposed ALNS exhibits 

outstanding performance. The ALNS dominates other 
approaches for all instance groups except R2 and achieves 
up to 5.35% improvement. The running time of the ALNS 
is about twice as long as the other two algorithms', but the 
ALNS is still efficient for the large-scale instances. 

 
5 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

 
This article uses a real case in a distribution company, 

YD Express Company. YD Express has over 70 
distribution centers and more than 40,000 delivery stations 
in China. We selected one of the distribution centers for 
analysis, which covers an area of approximately 13.16 
square kilometers. Based on historical delivery data, we 
selected 624 customers in this area which is served by 
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commonly used small delivery vehicles. Currently, the 
main limitation on the capacity of the vehicles is volume 
restriction, which is Q = 50. The cost of each delivery for 
one vehicle is approximately 20. According to YD's 
estimation, the cost per kilometer of travel is 

approximately 10, including labor costs. n
eP  , n

lP  , n
gP  and

n
eP  are derived from mining historical data. The overall 

complaint rate constraint αc is 0.08% and the average 
customer preference probability constraint is 0.5. The 
initial parameter setting of the ALNS algorithm is shown 
in Tab. 7. Fig. 2 depicts the Convergence behavior of the 
heuristic over iterations. 

 
Table 7 Parameters used in the ALNS algorithm 
Parameters Values 

maxR  20000 

Tmin 10−8 

Weight of three destroy methods ρ+ {1,...,1}  

Weight of three Repair methods ρ+ {1,...,1}  

Initial temperature Pinit 10000 
Cooling rate Δ 0.995 

The number of removable nodes 5-20% of n' 

 

 
Figure 2 Convergence graph of the algorithm 

 
Table 8 The delivery routes 

Route 
no. 

Route 

1 
0→37→67→76→68→38→11→5→153→2→121→129→1
22→0 

2 
0→96→84→120→107→77→25→14→7→21→15→8→16
→9→17→3→1→4→10→18→35→46→66→47→36→0 

3 
0→55→69→56→48→26→22→27→23→29→20→30→40
→50→41→51→60→52→42→31→43→53→61→71→62
→72→63→82→0 

4 
147→143→151→128→106→93→98→81→94→99→110
→135→144→152→136→70→59→39→28→12→6→13→
19→0 

5 
0→80→91→104→118→105→119→127→150→142→92
→0 

6 
0→83→57→49→58→24→32→73→33→44→54→111→1
45→74→64→45→34→65→75→146→112→100→113→9
5→0 

7 
0→78→86→114→123→115→87→101→88→102→89→1
03→108→130→137→148→138→131→124→116→125→
117→0 

8 
0→79→90→85→97→109→132→139→133→140→149→
141→134→126→0 

 
It is worth noting that the positions of different virtual 

points may be the same. By analyzing the characteristics of 
customers on each path, it can be found that customers on 
the same path show a "concentrated and crossed" rule. 
"Concentrated" means that the delivery area of one vehicle 
is relatively concentrated. "crossed" means that there is a 
phenomenon of detour driving between different areas. 
After a vehicle leaves a virtual delivery point, it will re-

enter another virtual point with the same geographic 
location. In addition, although the delivery areas of each 
vehicle are relatively concentrated, there will not be a 
situation where only one vehicle serves a small area. 
Instead, one small area will be served by multiple vehicles, 
and one vehicle will also serve multiple small areas. Tab. 8 
shows the solution results.  

 
5.1 Customers' Preferences on Time Windows of Each 

Route 
 

Tab. 9 shows the time window preferences of 
customers on each route and the real time windows of each 
route. We exhibit the following findings from Tab. 9: The 
delivery time span of each path will not exceed three time 
windows; there is no delivery in time window 1; and 
delivery time is concentrated between 14:00-17:00. The 
delivery time exhibits these characteristics mainly for the 
following reasons. Firstly, the delivery time of each vehicle 
will not exceed three spans. Among them, three vehicles 
have a time span of two time windows, and the other three 
vehicles have a time span of only one time window. By 
doing so, vehicles can greatly reduce waiting time and 
reduce the ineffective use of vehicles. Secondly, there is no 
delivery during time window 1, which means that no 
vehicle delivers during this time window. The main reason 
is that customers have relatively low preferences for time 
windows 1 and 2. If the vehicle delivers during time 
window 1, it will need to wait a long time before reaching 
the start time of time window 3, resulting in long waiting 
time costs. The delivery time of vehicles is concentrated 
between 14:00-17:00, mainly because customers have the 
highest preference during this time window, and the 
preferences for the two adjacent time windows are also 
relatively high. Therefore, no matter the vehicle is crossing 
from time window 2 to time window 3 or from time 
window 3 to time window 4, the waiting time will not be 
too long. 

 
Table 9 Time windows of each route 

Route 
Customers' preferences on time windows 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 1.00% 29.86% 36.96% 21.71% 10.46% 
2 17.14% 11.70% 14.05% 26.69% 23.84% 
3 5.00% 13.33% 36.67% 35.00% 10.00% 
4 5.35% 18.03% 41.17% 26.77% 8.68% 
5 4.71% 15.06% 46.94% 25.69% 7.60% 
6 4.85% 16.84% 42.25% 31.21% 4.85% 
7 4.84% 15.34% 46.27% 25.68% 7.87% 
8 5.27% 15.06% 45.58% 25.13% 8.96% 

Route 
Results 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 0 2.13% 97.87% 0 0 
2 0 0 90.5% 8.05% 1.45% 
3 0 0 100% 0 0 
4 0 5.71% 77.14% 17.14% 0 
5 0 0 96.84% 3.16% 0 
6 0 8.57% 91.43% 0 0 
7 0 0 100% 0 0 
8 0 0 100% 0 0 

 
5.2 Customers' Preferences on Locations of Each Route 
 

Tab. 10 shows the delivery locations for each path. Tab. 
10 exhibits the following findings: Residential addresses 
are the main delivery locations; and the probability of 
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actually delivering to office locations is greater than the 
preference of customers for office locations. Since 
customers have a strong preference for residential 
addresses, vehicles will mainly deliver to customers' 
residential addresses. Even if customers have no preference 
for office addresses, considering the distance traveled, 
vehicles will still choose to deliver to the office addresses 
for a small number of customers. 
 

Table 10 Locations for each route 

Route 
Customers' preferences on 

locations 
Results 

Home Workplace Home Workplace 
1 100.00% 0.00% 95.75% 4.25% 
2 100.00% 0.00% 94.32% 5.68% 
3 100.00% 0.00% 96.26% 3.74% 
4 81.90% 18.10% 91.55% 8.45% 
5 87.59% 12.41% 92.00% 8% 
6 100.00% 0.00% 91.55% 8.45% 
7 91.59% 8.41% 97.03% 2.97% 
8 79.12% 20.88% 91.58% 8.42% 

 
5.3 Customers' Preferences on Delivery Mode of Each 

Route 
 

Tab. 11 shows the delivery modes for each route. The 
delivery mode of vehicles mainly exhibits the following 
characteristics: Doorstep delivery is the main delivery 
method; and the probability of actual doorstep delivery is 
greater than the preference of customers for doorstep 
delivery. Since customers have a strong preference for 
doorstep delivery, vehicles will mainly choose doorstep 
delivery as the delivery method. Even if customers have a 
higher preference for self-pickup, considering the cost of 
using pickup points, vehicles will still choose doorstep 
delivery as the delivery mode. 
 

Table 11 Delivery method per route 

R
oute 

Customers' preferences on 
delivery mode 

Results 

Doorstep Lockers Stations Doorstep Lockers Stations 

1 42.01% 6.86% 51.13% 55% 2% 43% 

2 65.06% 12.77% 22.17% 87.10% 12.90% 0 
3 74.04% 14.87% 11.09% 97.92% 2.08% 0 
4 53.00% 11.10% 35.90% 72.46% 27.54% 0 
5 45.99% 9.17% 44.85% 62.86% 3.81% 33.33% 
6 66.20% 19.31% 14.49% 76.81% 23.19% 0 
7 55.43% 27.44% 17.14% 72.09% 27.91% 0 
8 37.50% 8.93% 53.57% 82.61% 2.17% 15.22% 

 
5.4 The Impacts of Preference and Complaint Constraints 

on Total Cost 
 

When the preference constraint increases from 0.3 to 
0.4, total cost remains unchanged, indicating that the 
constraint is ineffective when the preference constraint is 
below 0.4. When the preference constraint increases from 
0.4 to 0.5, the constraint becomes stronger, increasing the 
complexity of the route, and thus the cost increases, but the 
increase is limited. When the preference constraint 
increases from 0.5 to 0.6, the total cost increases 
significantly, indicating that the preference constraint has a 
stronger constraint on routes, resulting in a significant 
increase in cost. For delivery companies, a preference 
constraint of 0.5 is appropriate. When preference constraint 
is larger than 0.5, each unit of preference added requires a 

higher cost. As the complaint constraint gradually 
increases, the cost shows a decreasing trend, indicating that 
the complaint constraint has a significant impact on cost. 
However, when the complaint constraint is greater than 
0.09%, the degree of cost reduction is very low, indicating 
that the complaint rate constraint is sufficiently large and 
has a very weak constraint on the model. Therefore, from 
the perspective of cost control, a complaint rate constraint 
of 0.09% is appropriate. When complaint constraint is 
lower than 0.09%, each unit decrease in complaint rate 
requires a high cost. 
 

 
(a) Preference constraints 

 
(b)Complaint constraints 

Figure 3 The impacts of preference and complaint constraints on total cost 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 

 
We establish a vehicle routing problem model based on 

customer profiling data, which optimizes delivery routes, 
delivery time windows, delivery locations and delivery 
modes. The ALNS algorithm is designed to solve the 
problem. The algorithm first obtains the initial solution 
through a greedy algorithm and sets it as the optimal 
solution and the current solution. Then, the current solution 
is destroyed and repaired, and after obtaining the 
neighboring solution, the current solution is updated 
according to the simulated annealing acceptance criterion, 
and the weights of the destroy and repair methods are 
updated based on the current solution performance. Based 
on this algorithm and customer preference data, we 
construct a solution example to optimize delivery routes, 
delivery time windows, delivery locations and delivery 
modes. We analyze the customer preferences of each route. 
In addition, the impacts of preference and complaint 
constrains on the total cost are illustrated. The study 
generates two insights for delivery companies. First, 
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understanding customers' preference in last-mile delivery 
can not only improve customer satisfaction but also reduce 
delivery costs. Second, from a cost-saving perspective, an 
express delivery company should choose a moderate 
preference constraint and a high complaint rate constraint. 

Future research can be carried out from the following 
directions to improve the research on last-mile delivery 
vehicle routing problem. The personal data used in this 
article is relatively stable over a period of time, and the 
historical order data are also accumulated gradually. When 
these data change, the profiling results will change. 
Therefore, considering the dynamic updating and real-time 
updating of profiling in VRP is interesting. The efficiency 
issue of solving vehicle routing problem based on profiling 
can be further studied. 
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